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                                Quantification of human mindset can 
                                help deliver predictive analysis for the 
                                ways and methods to adopt to
maximize cognitive efficiency

                             We need to quantify & measure human 
                             mindset, cognitive abilities and learning
nature in order to improve it

Cognitive enhancement tasks & activities
[Improves skill set]

Data science & quantification UDS approach

UDS purpose

If you can’t measure it, you can’t improve it

UDS facilitates standardized diagnostic tools to analyse
the most critical cognitive abilities and thereafter deliver
solutions to improve core learning skills of students

Make informed decisions based on cognitive
and natural ability of students

Bring schools teachers, students and parents
on the same page with the help of data

Diagnostics based predictive analysis with
personalized learning atmosphere for all 

How it works

Cognitive ability test & assessment
[Captures learning nature]

Learner centered solutions that can engage
and motivate students to achieve life goals

360  Personalized learning atmosphere
[Improves engagement]
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Data points it captures

Natural Ability
Focus-Concentration Level
Decision Making Ability
Creative Quotient
Intelligence Quotient
Learning Style 
Learning Speed
Cognitive Efficiency
Thinking Pattern
Estimation Level
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Online cognitive assessment is conducted to test core
mental abilities, skill set and learning nature of a student

Tasks & activities it delivers
Personalized learning activities and tasks are delivered to
improve learning skills, core mental and natural abilities 

Cognitive task
worksheets
Performance based
experiential tasks
Observational audio-
visual activities
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UDS offers the most relevant and valid recommendations
to create a 360 degree personalized learning experience

Add-on experience it creates

Learning nature centered
books, games and movies
are proposed to boost
learner’s social, personal and
experiential engagement

Work around the real data

Assign test-assessments to all
students from your dashboard

Find out and filter students based on their strengths and
cognitive abilities

Find out the root cause behind
performance of every student

Deliver customized solutions
on a single click

UDS is developed by CRACSLAB



UDS features to empower

With UDS you can identify &
filter students on the basis of
their cognitive abilities

With UDS you can identify &
filter students on the basis of
their learning nature

With UDS you can guide 9th-10th
students about right stream
selection

UDS benefits to cherish
Schools are aware that what works for one student, may not work for others. UDS can identify & address unique learning
needs of every student, without distracting the academic goals and more importantly without putting additional pressure
on our teachers. UDS improves teacher-student bonding, develops faith and confidence.

Students with better cognitive abilities and self confidence perform better

Students when engaged in personalized learning activities become
naturally inclined to academics, enjoys every moment of their school life

UDS is developed by CRACSLAB



To implement Unlock Data Science in your school
please contact our certified partners

Learn more about our research works visit cracslab.com or kidsunlock.com/schools
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